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. i-o- . ,'.
Adequacy of Budget Formulas for Balancing

.

Institutional Needs and Resources ,in Nom :Growth Periods

As a resPonse to` the -concerns associato:^1;with the allocation of state resources
0

institutionspf higher education, several 'states have developed budget formulas to derive, ..
;!, ,..

estimates of the institutional_ financial requirements. Formulasi'however; were developed--..
ht

.during'a Period of rapid growth, and sorre!have suggested that they will be unresponsive to t

institutional needs :during the forthcoming decade of sta lized or declining enrollment.

Two major -questions are addressed' here. First, to: what extent are Widget for-n-11.11as-
--

_ .

responsive to changing enr011nientt? And Secondlyi"t6iihat extent are tl* internal budget .
o

factors concerning fo?mula adelluicy affected by enrellment 'shifts? (haracterSistics of an
.hypothetical institution were develtised for the base FY. 1977 and .then :projected to FYS 4 ', ,

-. 1978 under five Condition's f erirolltnent. These'charkteristics were applied, as required;
. .. . s.-.

to five selected FY -1978 sta = budget fdrivulas: Louisiana, New Mexico, Ohio, ,Tennessee,
, .

..,
and Texas. Examinatiol of e results .indicated that under conditions of declining

1 ,-

enrollment the fixed costs of in 'tutional sukbit and maintenance are not adequately

reflected, in he budget: This appta to be the &4-i4 even., when the formula is .designed

specifica y to address such costs accura
d.



. .
Adequacy of B udget Formulas dor 5alaneing

. . . -
/nititutional Nie'eds and Resources in Non-GrOwt Periods .4

The Rationale firr'State Budget Formulas

While the concept of state financial support to public institutions of higher

education is generally unqueitioned and the prattide has a
cz,
long history, the process is.

.

_fraught with many political uncertainties. These uncertainties result from institutional_

Concerns regarding the adequacy of funding,anAthe apProPriaticiri of state tax funds on

serne'basi4.of reasonable equity. Institutionkdesire to have `sufficient funds,to initiate grid

maintain their educationaFprograMs, as well as t hay t funds distributed equitably. On 4
tfie state 'agencies' Side accountability, is the concern: Given that a specifih level of - ------

0.,

. . ..
state sbpport is provided -,to an -institution, the state wants to be assured.that the funds

Were put to an appropriate ute and that the were-wellrr man ged. Thusi the four factors

of (a) political unfertainties; (b),adequacY;.(c) equity; and (d) accountability, are the
amajor considetations involved in the appro riation of state funds to higher education

institutions (Moss and Gaither, 19,76)4
.

As a response to these needs, certain 'states have developed budget formulas to.

derive estimates of the fiscal 'requirements, of institutions. .,-The first uses of budget
.-o appfelands:-wese/during the period'1948 to 19-54 when they were ')(/

e.

introduce,(1.in Six stat s: Indian4f-California, Oklahoma, Texas, New MexiCo, and Kentucky
.

(Surnrirsi 1975); Subsequently, other ,states tried this mechanismf and. in 1973 Gross
-, ..

, . .

thatrted that 25 states used a bUdget formula. in the state budgeting process. Not all of

e original g p retained use of the .procedurei hoWever; and since 1973 some states.
= 3

,



,
h,a,ye adopted formulas,while others:have stiSpendedliSe; R- egardless of these fluctuations,

. -. .
the br.4dget.formUla continues to be a viable paz't Of;stite °Udgeting prOcesses for funding

institutions of higher edUcation.

'ESSentially).--a budget fbrrnUFa is aft-objectiVe procedure tvherel3y.future budgetary

i'*quiremepts are determined throllgbi,- manipul4ion eof quantitative data' which reflect
. .

relationships between plOgram and,costS (Miller, 1964)'.. Gross (1973) also pointsou:t:Ithai.

the formula may consist-of several components reflecting distinct feunctional budget areas,,
e ,and 4t may be represented mathematically. Because of the nherent objectiVity% of a

.

budget formuia, its use is seen /as a way which` can reduce the political. unc&fainti.e's
a'

associated, with, the state budgeting process.' Regirdless.of their structure acid the..
,

speCific relatiOnShipS defined, budget. fortnulasjeduee .the ceiMp.lexity of the budget
./

, standardsby p'roViding any agreed upon framework:fOr disEussion;

The Question of Adequacy

The introduction and development of state budget formulas has occurred dtiring the

continued geriods ,of growth for ,insgtutions 'of higher. education. With the returning
.veterans of World 'gar. H and the 'Korean and Vietnamese wars, enrollments increased

tremendously-s- When the ocist=war baby booriv reached college age, the enrollment

momentum continued, particUlarly'Whenz,draft exemptions for. &liege attendance were

available: In addition to these external growth factors,*the Sputnik era hares- significant
. .,t )

ttimpact on the growth of ..research for higher education' and subsequent gro'wth of ?The
. .

institutions in (terms of facilities and physical plant. Such growth, however, l's not

expe'cted- to continue. Projections of, enrollments for the 18- to 22-year old Co rt, the
. . t., , 6

.- .
usual college-bound ,group, indicate a decade of decline and stabilization. In addition to

I 0this birthrate. factor, . Iternativess to the traditional 'college educ ion are being made

available'. The advent of the community College spcfor-And the incorporation of the=...

proprietary schools into a translormed postsecondary education orieRtation, will have an
,

impact an the educational' selectionofthiS traditional college age cohort.
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, .1 "vThe question -can be raised: ' Will the budget fOrmulas be able to estimate an

Vadequate funding level for higher'., education. institutions in projected . period of
0 _ . . ,;

fli stabilrgationOi- decline? Adequate fundineestimates derived from'budge't formulas will
. .

depend on the validity of. the budget lormula a'rid tht derivation of the, costing factorS and,
.

, ,
u lnits.The vavalidity- of the budget formula is atoncern fo'r the accuracy of the 'estimate. of

,

r;;...

the actual fiscal of:the institutiori,.and tour ityWnal budget factop-s can be

identified as influences on the adegiacy,of budget forRailas

Use of\ Costing,Uni>ts

kalstead 0974) .suggests that the basic structure of budget fOrrn9laS
I

multiplication of unit costs by projected-loads, or volume, to estimate the future fiscal

.
i the ,

) requireinentS. While this may -,be the suggested rnethodology- some states have.

/

implemented procedures which base the' budget projection on the current fiscal year's
_

, .
,

actual performance. The question is.*-then one of whether to 4roject feirthcoMing
,. 4 ;-

1

1 headcbunt-diandfor full-time equivalent enrollrnentr credit hoUr roduction, and other
.

volume i cost units or whether 'Oe the most turrentuactual levels of :thp (

,

particula
.k,

r cost units:

Modeling Cost Behavior

-AsBPutwell (1973) odinis 6ut ' one critical-factarInfluencing the adequacy of budget
- , .

formulas during periods of enrollment stabilization or decline is the-ability of the budget

formula to model the. cost bei.ng coRsicfered. -Modelin_g'risa_functiop of .identifying the

variables which influence the cost behavior. Fior example the costs for instruction and

departmental research may be represented in some states in terms of credit, hours. The

total instructional entitlement is deriVed in these states from credit hour, production and

specific rates .per credit hour. In the other states the instructional-entitlement is broken

down into components, or line items, such as instructional faculty salarie.s and other

departmental operating expenses. These' two .components are further modeled by
I

.considering either full-time _equivalent student enrollment and Student-faculty ratios or



credit hour 'production and Credit loa per faculty. addition, units are often.
. .

diffz.rentiated by cfplioe area and stu ent level. -. The expectatibil:1Wovld be that the

more closely tbsting unit is associa -,d with the. activity being_rnale-led, the -More

accurate the.coSt-estimation.
. .

Comprehensiveness of Institutional Activities

The Major purpose of a state budget formula is the estimation of the fUtuk, financial

requirements of an institution in siiport of its activities. The institutional activities.

addressed in state budget formulas can, be conveniently classified intb .categories,'
.

following, the guidelines recently published by. the Nafrl Association of College and

Ainiveriity -Business. Officers (NACUBO; 1974), which correspond to the expenditure

categories associated with educational and general .expenditdres from the :current .funds

group. The currerftJunds group in the ,accounting practices of colleges and universities

reflects the operating expenses- of- the institution, as contrasted with the othecLfund

groups: loan funds, endowment 'and similar funds, annuity;fundS41aA funds, Oa-agency

funds. State budget 'formulas are "designed to address dr model the educational and
,

g7neral categories:

-InstructiR3n
General\Support.
Research

Publig. Service StUdent Services
Academic Support institutional Support*.
Libraries .-.9peration and Mairitenance

Typically the budget . formula . developed for the consideration of the finanCial'

requirements of an institution is not one forinula, butrather a number of formulas; each
#

reflecting specific component of the functional categories of the current funds group.

The accuracy, and subsequently th adequacy of budget formula would most likely be

influenced by the coverage of the categories. Thus, it could be inued that the more

comprehensive the formulas relative to the activities, `I the closer' the accuracy and
X' .

adequacy of the budgef estimate.

Methods for Deriving Budget Estimates

A fourth fattOr which may influence the adequacy of the budget .estimate is the
.

particulaL method used to model the cost behaVior of a given functional category.' As



Halstead (1974) points out, formulas can be cairgOrized ,as to one of three methods:

workload, .staffing standard, or percentage base' factor. These same' approathes' are

'distcissed by GroSS (1973) and -Moss and 'Gaither (1976), but with a different terminology:

rate=lperbase_factor___(workload); LbaSfactoelto position ratio with;--salary=rates=-(staffing

standard), and percentage. baSe factor. For convenience, the discussion here will use

Halstead's terminoitigy%
,

In the workload I-nett:log: a load meaS.Urement which is relevant to the activity

-category is determinvd, and'costs per unit Are' derived, These costs per unit, typiCallk

4 based on historic* cost-Studies, are':' heri use t6 estimate the level of funding required toy
.

sap-port a functional categony, given a certain or expected number of units: For eXamplep, , i
the entjtleenent for library expenses ould be based on the number of credit-hourS,by

,
Student level; specific, rates per Credit hour by differentiated student level' are then

.
derived; Pin .estimate for su.pri4rt is obtained by multiplying the projected number of.,

.

credit hours by the derived rates.

The. staffing standard formula determines the number of positions (faculty,

administration, or Staff) 'required for the activity category and then Multiplies this
.requirement by a corresponding salary sCh dule. Two approaches to cleaving the number

of required positions can be identified: I) the desired\ ratio of positions to Vecific
, -;
work ad measure is specified; or 2) an appropriate organiaationalS4tructued and manning

fablels developed: As an example' of the first metheid, itmountof .stipilekt for faculty

is ,developed by deriving the .numberTof faculty members reqUired by dividing th9 number

of credit hours by specified averages of riumer ;of, credit-hours eepe:tec3 per fatulty
.

Member. , This number of- tacultY -is then m4tiplied, by 'ithe average salary RI obtain the
. _

-,resource requirements for -faculty salaris.,1114'number of staffiposttions required is then
.

derived, and multiplied by the average salary per position. When manning table. apProSch.;,

is taken, -the-organiia'fional structure of -institutions is specified, andt the number Of
.

positions permitted for each-level'is given, The formula under this approaChcvould specify

that each instructional center, Or school is allowed one dean; one associate dean and, two



:research assistlits. Salary' 'rates for each of these 'positions- be given, and the

'_enthlernent -would- LE:4 'determined by multiplying the numbe-r of positions by the

. .

appropriate salary.ra.te.

Expenditure `estimates derived' from a perCentage 'base factor approach specyies
s.

that the amount for a giVen category is a certain percentage of a base actritrty: The base.
activity entitlerrient such as' instruction. and departmental researCh,, is. typically deVe ope

by pither the Workload or the staffing stan and method. A percentage of thiS.ehtitlement

is then detexmined as;_the support requir ents for a second;activity. As an example,- . ra

given a base entitlement for instruttionacademic,,:support funding requirements may' be
.

specified as 5% of the base-, /.1.

..Summary of the Question
1. : i

. .
While these four internal factors:1 usg.of costing -units,.coit behaviors of activities,:'of,

comprehensiveness' of activitiei,. and methodology used in modeling, operate in a

interactive manner critical in determining the fdequacy of a given formula, external
.

factors .such as size of 'enrollmentl, and inflation' are, becoming of increasing concern to

education. Particularly the concern of .size of enrollment drawing increased attention.

Formulas were introduced and developed during -a 'perilid when higher ,education was

confronted with ,extremely rapid growth. Such .growth is; however, not expected to

continue. As pointed out,..ly; Gross '(.197j) and Boutwell (1973),the budget fOrmulak..as
.

:conceived and im§lemented in a period of grciwth, will be-affcted;liy. this "daWn Side.1"?'

The Study

The purpose of this paper is to investigate the relative adequacy of State budget

formulas under varying conditions of enrollment growth. Two major questions are

addressed. r

Co what extent are budget formulas responsive to changingenrOlimeir'

ZO what exIent are the four -i4ternakblidgetv:faCtors!'conCerning equacy: the

costirtig uni?applied; the accuracy bf.',thgactivyty modeling, cbtrigr.ehensivei-iSs

of institutional a:Ctiir-tf6ii. arid. the: methodology vsedi,Zffected by enrollment

shifts

.1



The approach taken in considering the problem of.' budget formula adequacy was ,to .41._.

dewlop thet Charatteristics of an hypothetial. Institution. Under fivet.cOnditions of-

,
,enrolment: 7% increase, 5%, inGrease, growth,, 32%;.detline, ,and,796deeline. The

characteristics' of the institution were then -applid;. as required, to fi.ve--:selected' state
- ct

budget formulas.to develop the institution's' formula derived budget:- The state formulas
r.

l'hcluded,were; Louisiana, Nki,v'Mexicoi Ohio, 1:eririessee,-and'Texas;

In developirig the .hypPihetical institution, characterislic% werederived for.the base

Year period FY 1977. The institution had Wieaching disCipliries, folloWing'Ihee.Higher

Education General Info-rmation Survey (tiEGIS) axonorny, arierl6i, student prbgram 'areas.-
)

Courses were taught in all programs at th et' and.
.

tie iraduatelevel. Only in theeducation disciplineiwerddoctoral.level courses

taught. In addition;,educaflon had the only dOctoral 1.vel student -program. Table 1
-

summarizes..several of the 1577 characceristies of thelhyRot4etical inStitutien.. The

;Fit enrollrnenti were then projected by tudent level id,,ditfeEent FY. .197$ -4,1eveIS:

,r4,7--

upper. undergr,4duate levels and at

.i'eflecting; the, five enrcillmertt Conditions; The..,riethodolog4 used to project the indueed
-.

and produced credit- -followed that suggested by the Resource' Requirements. Predictibn

Model (1213.PM) .developed by theNailonal Center for Higher Educatipn Management

Systeins. -Given the prcije.cted FTEenrollrients,"th'eenumber Of credit hours induced by:

th,eSe ehroliments was developed. Under the assurnptiOn that -theCourse taking 'behavior

of the students would remain consistentiiith that-in FY 1977, the number of credit hours

Produced in FY 1978 for the five different enrollment CPnditionS-was determined.

The five state budget forrriulas incorporated in this -study reflected the FY 1978

budget procedures for the states and were selected. for their diversity in:approach and



corntir

in, the
.

s shb-wp all. of the \formulas selected' address'. the

J r
.instnictiorial ac itities; and all in some manner differentiate, the_instruction fOrmula

terms of progra-h

Similarities among
,.

derives the instituti its bUdget entitlement by multiplying base year credit hours by rates
4

delineated by idiscipli

undergraduate,i .1or disciiilin'e and of level graduate, and , sO on)

the formuips; hoN;rever; diMihish at this pbint Louisiana's formula;

e and level and by adding a percentage of this' amoUntfOr general

prmuia,refelets a similar procedUre; except that projected creditsupport. New Mexico!s
.

hours are lord. 1 the Ohio lormula, more institutional. activity categories are

addressed, making the for ula more explicit, but each categoryjs defiried relativ,eto. a

projected FTE student' en lmerit differentiated.. -by program and leVel; Bath :the,

Tennessee;and Tex f mulas address the majOrity of' NACUBO activities and so can be

'dekribed as .comprehensive in coverage. In addition for- each category, unlike the

ahia forrtiula,::an attempt m de to model the actisvity v;ith variables intuitively ,

associated with tl-r activity cost . The ,major difference between these to state'

, formulas iS that the Tennessee'tormu
. ,

formula considers base year credit hou

°

is based on projected credit hours, While the TexaS

In considering the application of the hypothetical° institutional to.

these.fiVeState budget formulas; several mitations on the comparisons-of restiltsimu-st

addressed. First").- .04. budget formulaS do not necessarily reflect, the 'totality'

'inStitutionat. fiscal requirements. LdUisiank' ;formula;' for example; derives only:the state

appropriation. airiOunt.-%' The Tennessee tor ula does not include such items as staff.;

behefits, and hit r ellegiate athletics; the T- as forrrigla does not address staff benefits.



and security expenses.. A second corisi&rationln comparing th application of the budget

.formulas the nature of the factorS included in the.rates,per Cre it hour,'per student, per

square foot: One important factor is the faculty salary rate' implicit in the formula. Each

state has a.-diffrerrt salary scaleon which the rates are based. In additions different-

..

inflation rites are. r:Rflected in the formulas. New Mexico's formula represents an

increase in salaries and 10% rn non-salary items, while Ohib's inflation increases are.:6%

and 7.5%, respectivelY. Texas incorporates an overall inflation rate of 7.6%,.

information "for-the hypothetical institution could not be realistically developed to the

extent required. for'. the Texas,physical plant formula. Therefore, the physical' plant budget

amount for the hypothetical institution was directly substituted;

.Results and Analysis

GiVerr.the limitations in comparing the application of budget formulas from the

ti

selected states, .the'. to, develop a basis fo'r comparison becomes cri'fical.

Assuming, that the no growth enrollMent condition provides the ,§tandard to which the.
- .

conditions of -enrollment can be compared, one consideration is the difference of the,:

formula- derived budget amounts under the varying enr011menf, cohditiOns from no

growth condition. The percentage of this difference to the standii,d no growth condition

then an index for. examining the budget formula amounts.. Table 3 presents the

formuldiderived budget amounts, the differ-Vhces el enrollment, growth condition;'

and the. percentages these differences represent of the standard.

Given that the no growth enrollment condition .proVides ',the standard, several

outcomes relative to the sensitivity of these budget formutaSito differing enrollment

corditions can be noted.. The first ob4ervation in Table 3,is that the Louisiana anel'exas



formulas are insensitive to. Changing enrollment in a given fisCal year; This' resifts from

the pariieular costing units used in the formulas. Since the enti9ernents are developed

fror-n.bas.e year and not projected conditions, changes in enrollment, whether expected or
.

unexpected, will not be.aydressesi. Until the next budget period;' Which may be tab late .to'
...fi,

.".et r institutional needs at the mosfiapportUnd incirnentk: An alternativeis-to basee ,':
.,

the budget amount on projected: ,units:so .that timely .adjustments can be made, as do the..
-

formulas Of New Mexico, Ohio, and Tennessee. As shown'in table 3, these formulas are

sensitive to fluctuating enrollmepts to the point of providing essentially 7% and 3% /

increases or decreasek in budget with corresponding enrollment changes.

While the formulas of New Mexico, Ohio, and Tennesee essentially praduce,796 and

3% budget increases or decreases, the fluctuations- are not exact. For both be New

Mexico and Ohio formulas under the 7% enrollment decline condition a slightly larger

decrease in .the percentage is shoWn than under. the 796_ groWth condition. The Tennessee

formula,.on the other hand, reflects a smaller decrease in the percentage under the 7%
_ .

eclitIe condition than under the 756 growth condition. One significant contributing, actor

to this observation is the modeling of the cost behavior inherent in the formulas; The.

Ohio formula; for example, develops. the budget entitlement for physical plant on the basis'

Of a cost per student. The Tennessee formula derives the same activity on the basis of a

rate ;per square foot,for maintenance and a separate rate per volume of utilities, the

Tennessee. formula. more clearly models the activity belng costed and presumably as a

result recognizek that many institutional costs are not simply a functiOn of. enrollment.

Another faCtor. which may account for this basic observation is the compre-

hensiveness of the formulas. The New Mexico forMula derives a component for general

institution-al support as a simple percentage of the instructional budget, while the

Tennessee formula, as .,;shoWn in 2; is most- comprehensive. in addressing the

categories of institutional activity. .second observaticin related to comprehensiveness is

ther than Projected costing units; comprehentive-



the Louisiana formt.tla, a relatively simple one with that of Texas, a relatively complex

formula; Both are insensitive to fluctuating enrollments in a giVen fiscal year, although

adjustments for such conditiOns would be addressed in the next budget peritd..

13

The influence.of method:. workload staffinstandardi and percentage base factor,

on: .ludget'..fOriiiiia*!'Serisitivity to Changing IS difficult: to assess ..from the

information, available here. One cornparison which may, be rePi'esentative'is that of the
, ,

New Mexico and Ohio formulas.. The Ohio formula is* designed using a workload method;

while the Nex Mexico formula combines the workload' and percentage base factor

methods. Here the Ohio formula appears to be less sensitive"to both enrollment decline

and growth than the. New Mexico formula. To attribute this directly to the particular
. .

method used, however, is not really possible from this study.

Conclusions.

To what extent are budget formulas responsive to changing 'enrollments? This study

focused On five selected budoet formulas and their characteristics under varying9

enrollment conditions. As is obvious from Table 3, in a given year formula responsiveness

.to changing enrollment will occur when the forrnula is based on projected, rather than

actual; costing units. Three of the selected formulas:' New Mexico, Ohio, and Tennessee,

reflect sensitivity to possible fluctuations in enrollment. The Louisiana and Texas

formulas, however, 'would adjust in the subsequent budget period for enrollment shifts

after they have occurred, so that the budget forrnufa reflects, delayed sensitivity to

enrollment 'patterns.. What is interesting, and not totally unexpected, is that formula

funding strictly reflects enrollment changes. Even 4nder the conditions of 7% growth or

decline in enrollment, no other factorS included in the budget formula were of significant

immtanCe to, offset the impact of enrollment.

The relative effect of the factors thought to influence adequacy have beerishown to

have only slight and marginallimpacts on the funding patterns under varying conditions of

enrollment; The only critical factor is whether the costing unit is projected or based on

actuah baSe period figures.' The remaining factorS: comprehensiveneSs of institritional

1 r-



activities,. the methodology used, and the accuracy of the activity modeling, have little

influence on the total budget amount for the different enrollment.cOncritions, at ; least as

shown by these five budget formulas. Some evidence though was observed which would

indicate that a more positive margin under more severe enrollment declines would/be

Obtained if the formula more accurately mOdels cost beha&pf. the activity ;being

funded. The Tennessee forrhUla bases Ihe physical Plant entitiegent, for: example, on a

rate per 'square foot rattier,. than FTEenrollMent or credit hours. Under the condition of
, . .

. .

'7% enrollment deCline; this formula estimated a budget amount whlCh reflected a srrialler

percentage than was provided under the 7% growth condition; Other activities which Will

influence this factor of accuracy include libraries, academic support, institutional support,

and student services which are to varying extents not as directly tied to enrollment as are

the costs-of instruction.

Close examination of ther formulas indicates that under conditions of entollrrient

growth, the institution could expeCt increases in funding which reflect this growth. Under

conditions of declining enrollment, however, the fixed costs of institutional support and

maintenance are not adequately reflected in the budget. This is the Case even when the

formula has been developed to model such costs separately as in the case of Tennessee's.

formula; 'therefore, during a Period of prolonged enrollment decline, fixed and mixed

- er proportion of the institutional budget.costs will become an ever increasing, larg
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.Table 1

'.,

Selected Institutional Characteristics'FA7 1977

piscip1ite

Credit 'Hours

Produced
All Levels FTE FlcbIty

Alerage Number-
Cqdit Hours .
Pei Faculty..

'Total

Biological Scietices
Business and ManagenienE
Communications
Education,
Enginsering
Fine,And Applied Arts
Foreign_ Language
Letters

-Library Science
MatheMatics
Physical Sciehft e

Psychology
Social Sciences
Interdisciplinary

378,639

16;136
37,258
13,869,6;:

6,348*.-:

i;36,764

:12,115

52;441 ;

3,181
.19,341

20,149
'

-.94,828
.

6-429

660

29:
58

'17

86

20:

81

24..

91-

39

138
.9

V:k8

559

810
..502

323

1454:

;4507'

`577

.471

'512

.519

'6 8.;

- 7

,Program

;Credit Hours
Induced
All Levels

FTE,

Enroll:tent

Hedd-datint

Enrollment
Akl Levelt

'Total

BIglogical Sciences
Business and Management
'Communications
Computer 'Science
Education
Engineering
Fine and Applied Arts
Foreign Language
Letters
Library Science
Mathematics ,

Physical Sciences
Psychology
Social Sciences'
nteraisei ary,
ndeclared

378;639

21,780' r-

'65;418

15;57Q
2,940

;'22;681
: 7,690.

33;812.

8;100r,

35,238

7 7,79-5

7,554:
18,768:
80,958
4,410

38,785:.

Activity Budget

. .

3,0;6

740
,2a
,.528

98
829
264

1;285

276,

#,204
.1:35

264'

,255
635

147

1,404

18,473

88

83

11"

122
1,421
389

1,739
317

1,677
307

348
'333

-852

3,772
184

2,270

Total

!Instruction
Research
Public, Service
Academic Suppot.
Libraries.
Student Servi'cig

Institutional Support_
Physical. Plant

$33;102A75

18,582,576
427,984
347,143

1,517,521
2i178,575
.3,219,075

3,574,918-

.T,264,083
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Formula Derived BUdgetit ounts (in millions and

DifietenteS and PerCentage Difeireces iroM No Growth Enrollment Condition

State.

Enrollment Condition

7% Growth 3% Growth

Amount $31,577' '61,577
Louisiana Difference 0 0

0.00% 0.00%

Amount - $34,855 '$33,537
New MeXico Difference ; 2,295 -:977.

x '7.05% 3.00% .

Amount $38,948 $37,504
Ohio Difference 2,548 1,104

.% 7.00% 3.03%

..;

Amount $28,551 07;486
TenneS066 Dii-fference 1;921 856

% 7;22% 3;22%

'Amount $21,701 $21,701
Texas Difference 0 0

% . 0.00%

No Growth 3% Decline 7% Decline

$31,577
0

0.00%

$31,577
0

.

`$31-,77
0

o.00%

$32,560 $31,590 . $30,259

0 - 970 - 2,301
0.00% - 2.98% - 7.07%

.. . ","

$36,400 $35,314 $33,838
0 '- 1,086 - 2,562

0.00% = 2.98% - 7.03%

$2.6;630 $25,722 $24,741
. 0 ., 908 ;.- 1,889 =

0.00% ..- 3.41% 7.097

$21,701 $21,701 $21,701
0 0 . 0

0.00% 0.00% 0.00%

1'


